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1 of 1 review helpful Not individually memorable but collectively creepy By lisaleo Lisa Yount Dolls like clowns 
seem intrinsically creepy to a lot of people despite mdash or probably partly because of mdash their innocent friendly 
surface appearance After reading this collection of fantasy stories about dolls I think I have figured out one reason 
why Apparently there is only a limited amount of life force to go a The Doll Collection is exactly what it sounds like a 
treasured toy box of all original dark stories about dolls of all types including everything from puppets and poppets to 
mannequins and baby dolls Featuring everything from life sized clockwork dolls to all too human Betsy Wetsy type 
baby dolls these stories play into the true creepiness of the doll trope but avoid the clich eacute s that often show up in 
stories of this type Master antholo Dolls puppets and other human simulacra are objects of fear and wonder in this 
eclectic anthology of 17 excellent original stories that Datlow Nightmare Carnival selected for their ability to ldquo 
mine the uncanniness of dolls for all its wort 
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